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Abstract: Recent decades have brought enormous progress in both genetics and genomics, as well as in informa-
tion technology (IT). The sequence of the human genome is now known, and although our knowledge is far from 
complete, great progress has been made in understanding how the genome works. With the developments in stor-
age capacity, artificial intelligence, and learning algorithms, we are now able to learn and interpret complex systems 
such as the human genome in a very short time. Perhaps the most important goal of learning about the human 
genome is to understand diseases better: how they develop; how their processes can be prevented or slowed down; 
and after diseases have developed, how they can be cured or their symptoms alleviated. The vast majority of dis-
eases have a genetic background, i.e., genes, sequence variations, and gene-gene interactions play a role in most 
diseases to a greater or lesser extent. Accordingly, the first step is to discover which genes, or genomic variants, 
cause or contribute to the development of a particular disease in a given patient. Given that an individual’s genome 
remains virtually unchanged throughout their life (with one or two exceptions, such as in the case of cancer, which 
is caused by somatic mutations), it might be considered advantageous to sequence the genome of every person at 
birth. In this paper, we set out to show the possible benefits of sequencing the entire genome of every human being 
at birth, while also discussing the main arguments against it.
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Arguments for whole-genome sequencing of 
newborns 

It is already technically possible to sequence 
the entire genome of a newborn infant. The 
Novaseq instrument, for example, can sequen- 
ce one genome per hour [1]. Currently, the net 
price of sequencing a human genome is be- 
tween $600-800, but several biotechnology 
companies have indicated that a price of $100/
genome is feasible in the not-too-distant future. 
However, while sequencing the genome is now 
relatively straightforward, evaluating the huge 
amount of data obtained from sequencing is a 
major challenge. A human genome consists of 
more than 3 billion nucleotides, while each per-
son, has two genomes (one maternal and one 
paternal). The total sequencing data are 
60-160 GB in size. Nevertheless, there are 
already several software programs that can 
extract a lot of useful information from the data 
[2].

This set of data would form a key part of the 
personal health record of the newborn, acces-
sible to specialists and physicians throughout 
the life of that individual. The consequence of 
this is that, as genomics and informatics devel-
op, more and more things can be learned from 
the data, pertinent to the treatment and pre-
vention of diseases.

Moreover, with their genome sequenced, it 
would be possible to find out immediately if the 
newborn has a known hereditary disease. One 
study suggests that there are currently 388 
hereditary diseases that develop in childhood 
for which effective treatment is already avail-
able, provided the disease is detected in time 
[3]. According to some estimates, this number 
will increase to 1,000 by 2030, but with recent-
ly discovered and continuously developing 
genome editing technologies, it can be assumed 
that most genetic errors causing hereditary dis-
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eases can be corrected with gene therapy or 
genome editing in the future. 

Hereditary diseases are rare individually, but 
with more than 7,000 so-called rare diseases 
(the vast majority of which are monogenic), it is 
estimated that 3.5-5.9% of the human popula-
tion are affected, i.e., 263-446 million people 
worldwide suffer from one hereditary disease 
or another [4]. This high number shows that, 
taken together, hereditary diseases are in fact 
quite prevalent.

There are various diseases for which early 
detection is crucial for successful therapy. 
Spinal muscular atrophy (SMA), for example, 
which has a reported prevalence at birth of 9.4 
per 100,000 live births [5], can be treated 
effectively with gene therapy but the treatment 
cannot reverse the nerve damage already 
caused. The earlier SMA is recognized and ther-
apy is started, the less damage SMA does to 
the patient.

Most monogenic, inherited diseases develop in 
childhood, but there are also genetic diseases 
that only develop in adulthood. The American 
College of Medical Genetics (ACMG) has identi-
fied 73 genes whose defects can cause late-
onset diseases, but if these genetic defects are 
identified, it is possible to prevent or slow down 
the development of the associated diseases 
[6]. Examples include high cholesterol, which is 
caused by defects in several genes; atheroscle-
rosis and myocardial infarction, which may be 
caused by defects in LDLR or APOB; or breast 
and ovarian cancer caused by a defect in the 
BRCA1 gene. Whole genome sequencing (WGS) 
of individuals from the UK Biobank found that 
4.1% of the 149,960 people sequenced carried 
an actionable genotype in one of the 73 genes 
[7].

Each person carries > 100 defective genes that 
do not cause disease, but if their spouse also 
has one of these defective genes, then their 
child has a 25% chance of suffering from a seri-
ous monogenic disease [8]. If it is established 
that the odds of a genetic disease are high, 
then in-vitro fertilization and preimplantation 
genetic diagnosis can allow the implantation of 
a healthy embryo, resulting in a healthy new-
born. In the long term, such preventive mea-
sures could also mean a reduction in the num-
ber of harmful mutations carried by mankind. 

Currently, with the development of medical sci-
ence, this number is increasing, as many peo-
ple who would not have reached reproductive 
age in the past due to a genetic defect are  
having children and passing on harmful 
mutations.

There are also genes that influence the 
response to certain medications and treat-
ments. Some genetic variations can result in 
certain medicines not being effective in the 
given individual; others are associated with 
serious side effects. With knowledge of the 
genome, the appropriate IT software, and 
appropriate decision support, clinicians could 
provide the optimal therapy. This science of 
pharmacogenomics is also in intensive devel-
opment. About 40% of medicines in clinical tri-
als could be classified as precision therapeu-
tics, i.e., the treatment depends on the genetic 
background of the individual. In oncology, this 
percentage rises to 75% [9].

If each person were sequenced, the results 
could be stored in a personal database. These 
databases could also be continuously updated 
with additional parameters throughout the life 
of the individual. For example, any diseases 
suffered by that person, the results of individu-
al medical examinations, personal parameters, 
all information on smoking, alcohol consump-
tion, diet, education, infections, etc. Artificial 
intelligence could integrate the data of all indi-
viduals using a learning algorithm. It could then 
analyze the genetic background and pheno-
types of the individuals along with various other 
measurements. These could then be used to 
predict with increasing accuracy the likely dis-
eases, therapeutic responses and even the 
optimal diet and characteristics of any given 
individual or demographic, based on the vari-
ous genomes and other data.

The most common diseases are not caused by 
a single gene defect, but are rather the result of 
the interaction of many genes and the environ-
ment. These are the so-called polygenic, com-
plex, or multifactorial diseases. These include 
atherosclerosis (which is the leading cause of 
death in the developed world), diabetes, hyper-
tension, obesity, Alzheimer’s disease, depres-
sion, allergies, and asthma. For these diseases, 
it is very difficult to find a usable gene-disease 
relationship, as the disease often develops as 
a result of the interaction of several hundred 
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genes, each with its own small effects, and the 
environment. There is already a polygenic risk 
score (PRS) that can be calculated for several 
diseases - and for the given person, based on 
his or her genetic background - which can be 
used to screen out those at high genetic risk 
[10]. Its clinical utility is currently small: many 
high-risk people do not get sick, while many 
people with low scores do get sick. This is a 
reflection of the limitations of our current knowl-
edge; however, with the help of the data collec-
tion and learning algorithms described in the 
previous paragraph, the polygenic risk score 
can be expected to predict, with ever-increas-
ing precision, who is at risk of developing cer-
tain diseases, and to indicate countermeasures 
accordingly. In addition, knowing the genetic 
backgrounds of patients can also speed the 
search for new effective therapies.

One suggested alternative to whole genome 
sequencing (WGS) is to take a selective 
approach and look only at genes whose defects 
cause a known disease with a childhood mani-
festation and whose development can be pre-
vented or symptoms alleviated. However, this 
selective approach is severely limited as it does 
not detect disease-causing mutations in regu-
latory regions, non-coding RNA genes, or as-yet 
unknown genes whose defects also cause dis-
ease. With newborn WGS, all genetic variations 
can be detected, and later discoveries can be 
immediately exploited.

The current efficiency of WGS is demonstrated 
by the fact that the 100,000 Genome Project in 
the UK recently screened 4,660 patients with 
unknown rare diseases. These are patients 
who could not otherwise have been diagnosed 
with traditional diagnostic and targeted genetic 
tests. WGS revealed that 35% of the patients 
most likely had a monogenic disease, while 
11% had a complex background [11]. It is likely 
that this ratio and the reliability of the result will 
improve in the future.

Since these data, together with a sophisticated 
decision support system, would be available on 
the computer of every treating physician, the 
given physician would be able to apply optimal 
therapy for most diseases, combining the 
patient’s genomic information with their previ-
ous medical history and current symptoms, and 
thus greatly increasing the likelihood of a rapid 
and successful treatment.

Two projects are currently underway to test the 
feasibility of full genome screening in new-
borns, and whether it can be offered to all new-
borns in the future. The Newborn Genomes 
Program, conducted by Genomics England, will 
involve 200,000 newborns with parental con-
sent. While everything will be tested, parents 
will only be informed about the detection of 
200 known genetic variations that lead to dis-
eases that develop before the age of 5. All can 
be treated, with treatments ranging from vita-
min supplementation to bone marrow trans-
plantation. It is estimated that, of the 200,000 
studied, 500 affected children will be identified 
[12]. If the same proportion is extrapolated to 
the UK and the rest of the world, it means 
3,000 and 360,000 sick but treatable children 
a year, respectively. This would result in earlier 
treatment and better prognosis for these chil-
dren, and improved quality of life for both the 
children and their parents/caregivers. The sec-
ond project is the New York City project, which 
was launched by Columbia University in 
September 2022, with a plan to sequence 
100,000 newborns over 4 years. Parents will 
be informed about 160 treatable genetic dis-
eases and, if they wish, about 100 additional 
neurodevelopmental disorders that cannot be 
cured, but can be alleviated with speech and 
physical therapy [13].

Of course, understanding the functioning of the 
genome, as well as developing methods neces-
sary to identify the gene-disease relationships, 
are not negligible challenges. A significant part 
of the genome cannot be sequenced with the 
cheap, fast, and relatively accurate second-
generation sequencing currently used for WGS. 
It was only in 2021 that the remaining 8% of the 
human genome was identified with the newly 
developed third-generation or long-read se- 
quencing. This method is currently more expen-
sive and less accurate than the second-genera-
tion sequencing, but it is much better at 
sequencing repetitive regions, detecting epi-
genetic modifications, and identifying haplo-
types [14]. These methods are currently still 
under development. There is still a lot of work 
to be done to understand topologically associ-
ated domains and inter-chromosomal interac-
tions, as well as the 3D structure of the genome 
in gene expression and the possible causes of 
disease. However, these all seem to be obsta-
cles that can be overcome in the future, and 
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the introduction of methods currently used in 
newborn WGS would already represent a signifi-
cant step forward in reducing the number of 
people with genetic diseases, slowing the 
development of genetic diseases in patients, 
and alleviating their symptoms.

Arguments against neonatal whole-genome 
sequencing

As related in the previous section, whole-
genome sequencing in newborns has many 
advantages; however, it is currently not recom-
mended anywhere, and is often even prohibit-
ed by law. In this section, we present the argu-
ments against whole-genome sequencing in 
newborns.

The legal prohibition of WGS in some places 
has several primarily ethical reasons. First, 
there is the issue of privacy and data protec-
tion. Genetic data are, by their nature, extreme-
ly personal and sensitive and are therefore vul-
nerable to abuse. Accordingly, there are legiti-
mate concerns about the proposition of a cen-
tralized database by which physicians and oth-
ers would have access to newborns’ WGS data. 
Currently, it is practically impossible to totally 
prevent these data from being leaked, e.g., by 
hackers. Indeed, there are many examples 
where even the most protected data, with 
access restricted to only a few individuals, has 
been leaked or held to ransom. The proposed 
WGS database would be accessed by numer-
ous physicians and other specialists, across 
different departments and locations, thus 
greatly increasing the risk of a data leak. 
Leaked genomic data can lead to social stigma, 
be misused by insurance companies, and neg-
atively affect employment.

The second ethical problem is related to the 
results for parents and, in the long term, for the 
children concerned. Whole genome screening 
will provide information on all hereditary dis-
eases based on our current knowledge. As 
mentioned previously, there are currently sev-
eral hundred diseases that develop in child-
hood where meaningful intervention is possi-
ble, in cases where the gene defect is causing 
the disease; additionally, there are 73 identi-
fied genes that can cause disease later on, for 
which there are methods to reduce the risk. On 
the other hand, there are currently > 7,000 
known hereditary (monogenic) diseases, mean-

ing that the vast majority of diseases currently 
have no effective therapy [15, 16]. Knowing 
that a child has an untreatable disease, espe-
cially one that manifests later, can present a 
serious psychological burden for the family and 
the person affected. The ethical question is 
raised: would the affected person(s) have a bet-
ter quality of life without knowing of this risk?

There are two ways to mitigate this problem. 
One is to investigate everything, but report to 
the parents only those findings where meaning-
ful intervention is possible. The other is to 
investigate only genes with early manifestation 
and possible intervention. Each of these 
approaches has weaknesses. First, a declara-
tion of informed consent is required for all 
genetic tests. This means that in the case that 
a newborn is tested for all known hereditary 
diseases but only limited results are shared 
with the parents, the ethical problem would 
have to be explained to the parents, and they 
would be required to understand it in order to 
make the legally-required ‘informed decision’. 
The problem here is that signing this ‘informed 
consent’ demands a level of knowledge and 
understanding about both genetics and ethics, 
that a significant proportion of the population 
will find challenging. Indeed, due to a lack of 
genetic knowledge, a significant proportion of 
the population has reservations about genetic 
testing. In a Dutch study, for example, married 
couples were asked if they would like to be test-
ed for 50 hereditary diseases when they have 
children. Only 34% of the 504 respondents said 
yes [17].

The alternative proposal is the targeted testing 
approach. The disadvantage of targeted genet-
ic testing is that as only a fraction of hereditary 
diseases are tested, a negative result does not 
rule out the possibility that a sick child will be 
born. Of course, it must be noted here that 
even testing for all known hereditary diseases 
cannot completely rule out the possibility that a 
sick child will be born, as our current knowledge 
is far from complete; however, the probability is 
much lower with WGS, and continues to 
decrease as our knowledge increases.

The situation is further complicated by the fact 
that a defect in a known disease-causing gene 
may or may not cause a disease in a person; 
moreover, in the case that a disease is caused, 
it is not certain how severe the disease will be. 
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These two concepts are called penetrance and 
expressivity in genetics, respectively. Pene- 
trance concerns the probability that a given 
mutation will cause a disease, while expressiv-
ity concerns the probability that a given muta-
tion will cause a severe disease in one carrier 
and a milder disease in another. There are 
mutations with a penetrance of 100%, but 
there are mutations with a lower penetrance. It 
is important to know that although monogenic 
diseases are caused by a single defective gene, 
the genome functions as a system, i.e., genes 
can influence each other’s functions. It is pos-
sible that a variation in another gene may neu-
tralize, limit, or enhance the effect of the dis-
ease-causing mutation. In addition, environ-
mental factors can also influence the develop-
ment of the disease. This can happen, for 
example, in the most common recessive inher-
ited disease, cystic fibrosis. Homozygosity of 
the deltaF508 mutation in the CFTR gene 
results in a penetrance of 100%, but there are 
other mutations in this gene that have lower 
penetrance, meaning that certain carriers will 
develop cystic fibrosis, and others will not. This 
is called CFSPID (CF screen positive, inconclu-
sive diagnosis) [18, 19]. Presently, little is 
known about the psychological implications of 
such inconclusive diagnoses on families.

Another similar example is Krabbe disease, a 
severe neurodegenerative disorder. Because it 
is difficult to predict whether patients with posi-
tive results will develop clinical symptoms, 
there are children with positive results who 
must simply wait for the disease to manifest. 
Many such parents developed depression or 
were severely upset upon receiving the positive 
results, and discovering that their child might 
develop a devastating neurodegenerative ill-
ness [20]. However, in recent years, there has 
been rapid progress in understanding the 
pathophysiology of the disease, predicting its 
severity, and developing new therapies (includ-
ing gene therapy).

A similar problem is the so-called variants of 
uncertain significance, or VUS, meaning that it 
is not possible to say for many variations wheth-
er they cause a problem or are neutral. It should 
be noted that the whole-genome screening, 
data collection, and learning algorithms dis-
cussed earlier would significantly reduce the 
number of variants of such uncertain effects in 
the long term.

The problem of late-onset diseases poses simi-
lar psychological burdens. Huntington’s dis-
ease is a common example. It is a dominantly 
inherited disease, i.e., the majority of patients 
inherit the defective gene from one parent. The 
disease begins to develop around the age of 
40, with gradual mental and physical deteriora-
tion, which is accompanied by, among other 
things, jerking movements. Patients usually die 
within 10-15 years. As it is a dominantly inher-
ited disease, if one parent is affected, there is 
a 50% chance that their child will also develop 
the disease. Disease penetrance is reduced for 
the HTT gene with a CAG repeat number of 
36-39, whereas it is 100% for patients with 
repeat number above 40 [21]. Obviously, it is a 
serious psychological burden when someone 
knows that he or she carries the mutation that 
leads to the disease, and that their child will 
endure prolonged suffering. Currently, it is not 
possible to prevent the development of the dis-
ease. For this reason, this HTT gene is not even 
investigated, because if the carrier is discov-
ered, it is a serious dilemma whether to tell the 
person concerned, as it can lead to serious 
depression. It must be added, however, that a 
similar psychological burden is imposed if the 
person is not aware of the presence of the 
mutation but knows that he or she has a 50% 
chance of developing it. There is currently some 
hope (based on animal experiments) that the 
development of the disease can be success-
fully prevented with gene therapy in the future 
[22, 23]. However, such therapies would only 
be feasible if the person were known to be a 
carrier. For these genetic variants, the solution 
may be that the affected person is told only if 
there is already a successful therapy for the 
disease.

In addition to ethical problems, there are other 
difficulties associated with whole-genome 
screening in newborns, although these prob-
lems may in principle be solved in the future, 
and are mainly a matter of social will. One such 
challenge is the enormous storage capacity 
required to store so many data on each person, 
for an extended period, i.e., for the rest of their 
lives at least. In one study, the genome data of 
a single individual required an average of 156 
GB of space [3, 24]. Although this can be 
reduced by cleaning the data, it can also be 
increased significantly with a detailed annota-
tion of the genome. Meanwhile, the consider-
able computing capacity required for the evalu-
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ation of millions of genomes and other patient 
data using learning algorithms, as well as the 
sophisticated decision support systems that 
help physicians, would need to be made avail-
able to everyone concerned.

Another difficulty is that more than 80% of 
monogenic diseases have a prevalence of less 
than 1 in 1 million, and there are diseases that 
affect only a few families [4]. Most of these dis-
eases could potentially be eliminated in the 
future, e.g., with gene therapy or genome edit-
ing; however, therapy development can cost bil-
lions of dollars, and pharmaceutical companies 
naturally want to recoup this cost. For example, 
a recently approved gene therapy treatment for 
the relatively common hemophilia B (preva-
lence = 1/30,000 persons) costs $3.5 million. 
The treatment appears to permanently cure the 
patient, and to save $5-5.8 million in the US, 
compared to a weekly treatment for the lifetime 
of the patient [25]. However, for rarer diseases, 
the cost of the therapy would be shared 
between fewer patients, making it prohibitively 
high. This means that even if the patient is diag-
nosed and the genetic background of the dis-
ease is known, it would theoretically be possi-
ble to develop a therapy for it, but, due to the 
prohibitive price, it will not be funded. 
Nevertheless, the genetic diagnosis can still 
prove useful, as it allows clinicians to identify 
any pathological mutations that might run in 
the family, and, in theory, to prevent the birth of 
sick children. Furthermore, if the disease is dis-
covered immediately after birth, then parents 
have the opportunity to prepare for the illness 
of the child, and in many cases, it is possible to 
alleviate the symptoms of the disease with vari-
ous conservative methods (e.g., diet, physical 
therapy, traditional medicines, etc.).

The next problem is the extremely increased 
demand for specialists. This problem seems 
insurmountable at the moment, although it can 
in principle be solved with adequate financial 
investment and training. The widespread, rou-
tine use of WGS and related analysis would 
require, for example, a large number of well-
trained computer scientists, statisticians, psy-
chologists, laboratory workers, and, above all, 
clinical geneticists who can interpret and 
explain the results to parents in a comprehen-
sible manner. In addition, it is not only the clini-
cal geneticist who must be able to interpret the 
results, but practically all physicians, as in such 

a system, the genetic background of the patient 
concerned should be taken into account in 
almost all decisions. A good decision support 
system can obviously help with this, but the 
final decision must be made by the physician. 
This would require considerable training, and 
even represents something of a paradigmatic 
shift in medicine.

Currently, the practice is to perform targeted 
genetic tests (i.e., testing for only suspected 
genes) when other tests (clinical, biochemical, 
ultrasound) indicate that the newborn may 
have some genetic abnormality. The problem is 
that the vast majority of genetic diseases can-
not be screened for with this method. First, it is 
often not possible to tell from clinical symp-
toms which gene defect is the cause; moreover, 
the symptoms often appear only later. 
Duchenne muscular dystrophy, for example, is 
relatively common in boys, with the first symp-
toms appearing around the age of 3 years, and 
the final diagnosis made on average 2 years 
later, i.e., at the age of 5, when the symptoms 
are often severe, difficult, or irreversible [26]. 
However, gene therapy is available and, if start-
ed in time, can significantly improve the symp-
toms of the patient.

Professional organizations are currently mostly 
in favor of introducing targeted genetic screen-
ing, i.e., they recommend testing only for genes 
that cause diseases that start in childhood and 
can be treated with existing therapies [3, 15, 
18, 27, 28]. However, as mentioned above, 
there are significant obstacles to the introduc-
tion of targeted genetic screening, including the 
increased demand for specialists and the diffi-
culties around informed parental consent. 
Finally, there is some minority support for the 
introduction, or at least the trialing, of whole-
genome screening in the neonatal period, 
based on the many benefits outlined in the first 
section; however, as we have seen, the prob-
lems here are even more difficult to solve 
[12-14].

Table 1 summarizes the main advantages, 
problems, difficulties and possible solutions of 
WGS in newborns.

Conclusion

A comparison of pros and cons of whole-
genome screening in newborns shows that the 
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arguments in favor center around better health 
and optimal treatment for individuals, and 
indeed for humanity as a whole. Counterar- 
guments are largely ethical, technical and eco-
nomic. The counterarguments currently tip the 
balance, largely because of the extent of the 
unknowns involved. The field is still evolving, 
and general public understanding of genetics 
and the ethical issues involved is currently low. 
IT data security is in itself a big question, which 
may be answered in the near future by techno-
logical development. In the long term, it will be 
an important task for researchers, physicians, 
clinical geneticists, psychologists, and bioinfor-
maticians to solve the problems associated 
with newborn genome screening, as it has such 
clear promise for the hundreds of millions of 
people worldwide who suffer from preventable 
or treatable genetic (mono- and polygenic) dis-
eases. Serious family and personal tragedies 
and unfathomable suffering could be prevent-
ed or alleviated through newborn genome 
screening. Solving these problems is still a long 
way off, with a range of complex questions yet 
to be answered, but the continued develop-
ment of knowledge and technology suggests 
that we can be hopeful.
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backgrounds to avoid children with hereditary 
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carried by mankind.

The vast majority of genetic di-
seases currently have no effective 
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of therapy can be prohibitively high.
Hereditary diseases with reduced 
penetrance and variable expres-
sivity.
Serious psychological burden for 
the family and the person affected.
Extremely increased demand for 
specialists and overall genetic and 
genomic knowledge. 
Even testing for all known heredi-
tary diseases cannot completely 
rule out the possibility that a sick 
child will be born, as our current 
knowledge is far from complete.
Problems with variants of uncertain 
significance (VUS).

Continuously improving genome 
editing techniques and unders-
tanding of disease mechanisms. 
AI could integrate the genetic and 
environmental data of all indivi-
duals using a learning algorithm.
Continuously updated decision 
support system could be used to 
predict with increasing accuracy 
the likely diseases, therapeutic 
responses and even the optimal 
diet and characteristics of any 
given individual or demographic, 
based on the various genomes 
and other data.
WGS, data collection, and lear-
ning algorithms would significant-
ly reduce the number of VUS.
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